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Abstract
The rise of the energy related carbon dioxide emissions is the driver for the global warming. Therefore, worldwide the energy supply is changing towards more renewable energy
generating. In addition to this, the high penetration of fluctuating renewable energy sources
in the electricity market due to the transition to a sustainable energy system increases the need
for flexibility of market participants.
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Introduction

The rise of the energy related carbon dioxide emissions is the driver for the global warming.

Fig. 1: Rise of energy related carbon dioxide emissions and the
concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
Source: Volker Quaschning; https://www.volker-quaschning.de/datserv/CO2/CO2.png

To reach the goal of a maximum rise of the global temperature of 2°C there is only a
certain budget of emitted carbon dioxide left. Therefore, the future energy systems have
to have the goal of minimizing the carbon dioxide emissions. This also must happen in
existing structures.
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Situation in Germany

In Germany, the goal of reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 80-95% by 2050
has already resulted in significant change of the electric energy production.
The renewable sources Water, Biomass, Wind and Solar have reached an amount of 40%
of the total electric energy production in 2018. In the last few years, especially the high
fluctuating sources wind and solar has risen. In addition to this Germany has decided to
exit the nuclear power production until 2022 and to exit the coal power production until
2038. This will result in even higher fluctuating energy production.
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Fig. 2: Development of Electricity Generation from Renewable
Energies in Germany
(Source: Umweltbundesamt; Erneuerbare Energien in Deutschland)

Situation in Germany
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Already in 2017, you can see the influence of the wind and the solar power generating in
the carbon dioxide emissions as well as in the price of power exchange EEX (Day Ahead).

Fig. 3: carbon dioxide intensity of electric energy in 2017

Fig. 4: Day Ahead market price of electric energy in 2017
That is why beside of the pure energy efficiency of new energy systems the possibility of
load flexibility becomes more and more important. However, how you can measure the
flexibility to consider it in the design of power generating energy systems. At least the
price as well the carbon dioxide emissions are decreasing at high wind and/or high solar
power production periods.
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Methodology

In order to integrate new decentralized energy systems into existing structures, the energy
demand of the structures must be known. This energy demand is time dependent; normally it is the heat requirement (at different temperature levels) and the power requirement. On the other side, the public energy supply is taken into account. We have to find
the optimal energy supply system under the given boundary conditions with the optimization goals reduction of carbon dioxide emissions and minimal costs. In addition to this,
the flexibility of the system must be ensured.

Fig. 5: Mathematical Modelling of Energy structures
For optimization tasks we use maily the tools/languages Python and AMPL with the
solver GUOROBI and for simulation tasks Dymola Modelica and/or Matlab.

Methodology
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Fig. 6: Superstructure representation

(Source: Low-grade waste heat integration in distributed energy generation systems - An economic optimization approach; M. Bohlayer, G. Zöttl; Energy; 2018)

In more detail, we use a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation for the
economic optimization of the synthesis, design, and operation of an energy supply system. For the most tasks, we build a superstructure-model with the possible power generating systems with investments costs and operating costs. Existing power generating
plants are assigned the investment costs Zero. Then the solver will find the optimal structure of the new system under the boundary conditions.
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Flexibility

Classic demand side management is the control of production to reduce electricity costs.
The cement industry is a classical industry for Demand side response.
Within a case study the methodology is applied to the cement milling process of a cement
plant with 9 sorts of cement (product types), two cement mills with 2.5 MW installed electric
power each and a minimum up-time of 2 hours. Two different pricing schemes are compared:
A Time-of-Use (TOU) pricing scheme, which comprises peak and off-peak rates and a RTP
pricing scheme (hourly Day-Ahead Marketprice signal). The pre-process is the raw-mill, the
α-storage is the clinker storage and the β-storages are the cement storages.

Fig. 7: Cement milling process

(Source: Electricity cost reduction potential of Industrial Processes using Real Time Processing in a Production Planning System; HSKA Karlsruhe; M. Fleschutz et al, 2017)

A production-planning model is proposed with the aim of reducing companies’ electricity
costs and contributing to a reliable power supply by optimizing the shape of the companies’
electrical load curve according to a complex price signal. Serving a forecasted demand for
finished or intermediate products, while adhering to technical, production-technological and
process-related constraints, the machine load is preferably shifted to low price hours.

Flexibility
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Fig. 8: Comparison of machine scheduling

(Source: Electricity cost reduction potential of Industrial Processes using Real Time Processing in a Production Planning System; HSKA Karlsruhe; M. Fleschutz et al, 2017)

Figure 8 presents the results of the MILP for both pricing schemes. It shows the electric power
consumption and the sorts produced at a time for both cement mills for one week (168 time
steps of one hour). The week contains a public holiday on May1stand a weekend. With the
change from a TOU-based to a RTP-based machine scheduling, the resulting electrical loads
are shifted from RTP peak hours to RTP off-peak hours. The graph shows that the TOUbased production program differs significantly from the RTP-based production program in
the noon hours of business days and in times when RTP peaks coincide with the off-peak
times of the TOU scheme (e.g. Saturday night).

The optimization resulted in 13 % annual electricity cost savings for the two cement mills
for an entire year.
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Structure Optimization

An Example of structure optimization of energy systems is the design of heating networks. Based on a superstructure, the structure of the heating network is determined
which causes the least costs.

Fig. 9: Structure optimization of heating networks
The usage of waste heat of industrial processes is an effective method to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions for heating purposes. Figure 10 shows the heat supply of the full composite over the year, green is the use of waste heat, yellow you can see the heat that has
to be generated by the back-up system gas boiler (during maintenance of cement factory).

Fig. 10: Heat supply of the full composite over the year
This system of the usage of waste heat is resulting in a reduction of carbon dioxide emissions.
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Local Heating Network

A heating system consisting of a cold local heating network and an ice storage was analyzed and further developed with regard to techno-economical criteria to decrease carbon
dioxide emissions and increase the flexibility. Therefore, a simulation model has been
built up and simulated over a time range of one year. The system can be improved by
integrating photovoltaic systems and by taken into account wind turbines. Compared to
conventional heating systems, the analyzed and advanced system is economical and ecological beneficial.

Fig. 11: Cold local heating network and an ice storage

(Source: Techno-economic study of a cold local heating network with an ice storage to supply thermal
energy to a residential quarter; Patrik Brian; HSKA; 2017)

The district heating network is divided into a forward and a return, a huge Ice storage is
placed in the network, to ensure a relatively high temperature of the low temperature side
of the heat pumps. Each of the 24 houses has such a heat pump, a heat storage of 1000 l
and a solar collector to heat up the circuit.

Local Heating Network
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Fig. 12: Heat Supply

(Source: Techno-economic study of a cold local heating network with an ice storage to supply thermal
energy to a residential quarter; Patrik Brian; HSKA; 2017)

The result of the investigation shows, that the energy demand over the year for the urban
quarter is 65 MWh of electricity to realize 254 MWh of heating demand. This leads to a
reduction of carbon Dioxide emissions from approximately 50.8 t/a of a conventional
system to approximately 32.5 t/a. By integrating additional PV systems on the roof of the
houses this can be reduced to approximately 22 t/a. The reason of this relatively small
reduction is that the PV Production is low, when the heating demand is high.
The cooperative plans to build a wind turbine, this will result in a reduction to only approximately 7 t/a carbon dioxide emission.
This shows, that the information of the current wind production is important for the run
of modern heating systems with heat pumps.
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Decarbonization of the heat supply of industry structures

The aim of this project is to develop, present and make available to the general public
procedures and solutions for this systemic heat change in a real environment. The optimization goal is that both the GHG emissions are reduced, at the same time the energy
supply structures systematically, d. H. depending on the current costs and revenues of the
electricity market, are designed.
This approach extends the field of application of Demand Side Flexibility, which is becoming increasingly necessary - based on the control of individual industrial production
processes - to the control of internal energy supply structures.
This makes it much easier to transfer the approaches, processes and solutions of this project to other industrial companies. At the same time, it enables energy supply costs for
industrial companies to be reduced by additional revenues on the electricity market.
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Summary

Reduction of greenhouse gases is a challenge for the coming years. To do this, the energy
supply of urban quarters must also be made more flexible. Sector coupling and modern
optimization procedures are necessary.
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